
 THE 4 EASIEST WAYS TO 
START SENSORY PLAY

W i t h  m a t e r i a l s  y o u  a l r e a d y  h a v e  a t  
h o m e !
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THE 4 ABSOLUTE EASIEST 
SENSORY PLAY IDEAS

You're looking at  them fr iends!   It  doesn't  
get any easier  than this!
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After reading this guide, you will:
 be able to easily put together a sensory activity for your child

know how to make it work for a variety of ages
have an understanding of how each activity promotes growth 
and learning 



SENSORY PLAY MADE SIMPLE
First of all, congrats on getting your hands on this free Ebook!   
 
Any activity done with a child under two years of age should be done under direct supervision.  Older 
children can certainly do this type of play on their own, but it's always fun to join in when possible.   
 
Now, put on some comfy clothes, because we are about to have a whole lot of fun getting messy!
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DRIED BEANS
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When I say dried beans, what I really mean is just raid your 
pantry.  Pictured, I have mung beans, chick peas, and lentils.  
There is no need to use multiple items like this.  And just use 
what you have, such as: 
 
-black beans 
-pinto beans 
-split peas  
 
I recommend dry/uncooked as it will last longer and can be 
stored to use again for play in the future.    

ADD INS
Now you are going to add some items/props to your base.  This is 
the fun part where you can get creative!  My advice is to start 
simple.  A few spoons, bowls, cups.  This will give your child a 
chance to explore the properties of the sensory material. 
Give your child a few days, then you could switch up your "add 
ins" to make an entirely different play experience using the same 
base; less work for you because you aren't changing up the 
ENTIRE thing. 
 

EXAMPLES:

-cups/bowls/spoons

-cars/trucks

-construction machines

-trains and train tracks

-animal/people f igurines

-various items al l  the same 

colour 

-various items al l  the shape
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Cognitive Development
-Mathematical  concepts 
(containment/volume)
-Colour recognit ion
-Colour mixing
-Properties ( l iquid/sol id)
Language Development
Social/Emotional
Fine Motor

DEVELOPMENT:

AGE GROUPS:
Infant & Toddler:
If your child is under 2, you will need to supervise them very closely to discourage them from putting the items in their mouth.  This will 
probably be a natural reaction for the younger ones which is fine, but just use your hand to redirect theirs.  I have chosen this base 
because it is  "taste safe", however, try to show them other ways to explore besides tasting; pouring it over their open palms, running 
their fingers through, scooping, filling, etc.  I really like split peas or lentils for around 12 months of age as they are not too big.     
 
Preschool:
At this age, you will notice your child may really start to get creative with how they play. You could introduce little animals to allow them 
to engage in small world play, sort various types of beans into different cups, practice counting how many scoops to fill a bowl, talk 
about the different textures and sizes of the beans which introduces mathematical language such as "largest" and "smallest".  Also,  just 
let your child explore freely...the texture, the feel, the sounds; it can be a very relaxing and calming activity.  
 
School Age:
My school age child still really enjoys this type of play. I have seen him seek this out when he just needs a  little "break".  Small word play 
is still very popular with this age, as is sorting, and counting.  You could even try hiding hiding letters in your bin and challenge your child 
to make words. 
 



GOOP
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Goop (or ooblek as some call it) is such an easy activity to put 
together and is honestly such an amazing sensory experience.  If 
you have never made it before, you and your child will be 
delighted by this "non-newtonian" fluid.  That means it does not 
follow Newton's law of viscosity, i.e. constant viscosity 
independent of stress.  It changes to a solid when under 
pressure!
 
Find a container or tray that is relatively shallow (cookie sheet 
even) and add your cornstarch (some call it corn flower). I 
actually never measure is out for 2 reasons. First, the amount 
will depend on the size of your tray.  Second, you will have less 
dishes to clean.  Slowly add water, stirring as you go, until it is 
all mixed up.  Sometimes I have to go back and add a bit more 
cornstarch, because I like when the goop is kind of hard...yet 
soft and wet.  This stuff is seriously weird! We usually leave it 
out for a day or two, then wash it out.  

ADD INS

EXAMPLES:

-spoons

-bowls

-animals  to "rescue"

 

 

The texture of this goop is unique that I find it doesn't really need 
much in terms of "add ins".  Just make sure any items you add are 
safe to be in the water, because they will need a good cleaning in the 
sink afterwards.  
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Cognitive Development
-Mathematical  concepts
-Colour recognit ion
-Colour mixing
-Properties ( l iquid/sol id)
Language Development
Social/Emotional
Fine Motor
 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT:

AGE GROUPS:
Infant & Toddler:
This is another "taste safe recipe" for little ones.  But again, try to encourage them to play in other ways.  You can help your little ones 
squish their fingers into the goop, you can take some in your hands and drip it from up above so it falls on their hands, or try to 
encourage them to find animals hiding in the goop.  
 
Preschool:
This age group can take those same activities a bit father; show them how animal track/prints in the goop will instantly disappear, rescue 
animals from the goop (or mud; just add cocoa powder to make it brown!), and do some colour mixing.  Tip: you can add food colouring to 
the water before mixing OR a really fun activity is to add a few drops of two different colour after the goop has been made (see picture 
above).  It will take a LONG time to get the two colours fully mixed together.  This kept my preschooler busy for an entire hour as it was is 
mission to make orange.  
 
School Age:
This age group will play with this in very similar ways.  Talk to your child about liquids and solids and look up their definitions.  Ask your 
child to classify the goop based on it's properties (it's neither: it's a non-newtonian fluid remember?!).
 



WATER
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ADD INS

EXAMPLES:

-cups and bowls

-measuring cups 

-sea creatures and sea shells

-tongs with objects to grab

-various items al l  the same colour

-pompoms 

-play food/dishes and scrub 

brushes

 

This is as easy as it gets friend.  I know what you're thinking; 
water play can seem a bit scary when you think of all the 
splashing and water going all over the floor.  My advice is to get 
out the biggest towel you have and put it down underneath 
whatever container you decide to use.  
 
Next, figure out a location you feel comfortable with.  I have 
done water play in a very large container on the floor, and I have 
also had it up at the table.  I find things get "less crazy" at the 
table, however, you will want to make sure you trust your child 
not to tip the entire bin over onto the floor and pour it all out.  
 

Once again, start simple. Look for items around your house that 
would be safe in the water.  You can always put a few drops of 
food colouring in the water to make it even more fun! 
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Cognitive Development
-Mathematical  concepts
(volume,  weight)
-Colour recognit ion
-measurement
-numeracy
Language Development
Social/Emotional
Fine Motor

DEVELOPMENT:

AGE GROUPS:
Infant & Toddler:
This is a really great way to introduce sensory play to your little ones.  Add a drop of food colouring to make it even more enticing.  I like 
to use warm water, which introduces language about hot and cold.  For this age group, let them experiment with spoons, various sized 
cups and bowls and even little animals or bath toys.  
 
Preschool:
This age group will also enjoy similar type of play, but will often take it further with imaginative play.  Ask your preschooler to help you 
when it comes to setting up small world play by asking "what else do we need for our ocean?".  Sea shells, little jewels, or treasure are 
always fun, but not necessary.  Try a colour sorting game with pompoms; have your child fish out the pompoms (using tweezers or tongs) 
and sort them by colour into various bowls.  Just leave the pompoms out to dry on a flat towel and they will be as good as new.  
 
School Age:
Try playing a game with your school age child; take turns rolling a dice and that how many spoonfuls you can add to you cup, the first one 
to fill their cup wins.  Try an estimation game; estimate how many smaller cup fulls it will take to fill a larger cup or bowl (ex. how many 
tablespoons to fill a half cup).  Remember to follow your child's lead and interests; these games will not appeal to everyone.  They are 
still learning as they explore in their own way.  
 



PLAY DOUGH
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ADD INS

EXAMPLES:

-rol l ing pin and cookie cutters

-muffin t in

- ice cub tray

-animals

-nature items:  rocks/greenery/sea shells

-tractors

-contruction machines

 

 

I have tried so many different recipes and I promise you this one 
is THE BEST one out there. Here's what you need:
 
1 cup of flour
1/4 cup salt
1 TBSP cream of tartar (in the spice isle)
1 TBSP oil
1 cup of water 
 
Mix all your dry ingredients in a bowl. Then add the oil and the water.  
Add a few drops of for colouring to your water before pouring.  mix it 
all up and the result should be fairly wet; the consistency of cake 
batter.  Next, you will transfer it to a pan and cook it on medium heat, 
moving it around until it all forms together.  You will notice it is 
"cooked" when the colour becomes a bit darker.  Remove from heat 
and set aside to cool.  Kneed the dough, I like to add a few drops of 
glycerin to make it extra shiny , but this is not necessary.  When stored 
in an air tight container, it will last many months.  

 
Play dough is amazing because you can play with it as is; making 
balls and figures.  Or add your child's favourite toys and let them 
create their own little world  
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Cognitive Development
-colour mixing
-size
-measurement
-numeracy
Language Development
Social/Emotional
Fine Motor

DEVELOPMENT:

AGE GROUPS:
Infant & Toddler:
Play dough is so fun for little ones to explore.  Make balls for your child and show them how to use their finger to squish them.  Give 
them some bowls for filling and dumping.  Again, discourage them from tasting (recipe is taste safe), by saying "yuck" and showing them 
all the fun ways to explore the dough with their hands.    
 
Preschool:
Playdough can keep my preschooler entertained for so long!  Show your child how to roll out worms or snakes; make a family and count 
them.  Explore colour mixing by making two different colours (you could make white dough, and once it is  cooked and cool, divide it.  
Then add the colouring and kneed (it will be a bit messy for your hands).  Your child can engage in imaginative play with little animals or 
people figurines.  Use the play dough as a base for a DIY puzzle; find some objects and press them into the  that has play dough that has 
been rolled out flat and ask your child to match the objects to the imprint.  Take turns making animals print and figuring out which 
animals made which prints.  Get out your cupcake liners, old birthday candles, and bottoms and decorate "cupcakes".  
 
School Age:
Try using stamps in the play dough; practice spelling various words with alphabet stamps.  Let your child use their imaginations and 
create their own worlds/laands/habitats using loose parts and items found in nature (rocks, twigs, pinecones)
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I 'm sharing some extra ideas with you here because play dough is  so amazingly versati le;  it  is  definitely  a  
favourite in our home!  My chi ldren wil l  actual ly  s it  for  up to an hour engaged in their  play when provided with 
a variety of  items.   You can real ly  pair  almost anything with play dough . . . .use your imagination and have fun!

 

PLAY DOUGH BONUS IDEAS



I HOPE YOU ENJOY EXPLORING SENSORY 
PLAY WITH YOUR LITTLE ONES!

Keep it fun by following your child's interests; the learning will happen naturally!
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